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Circular Delft 

We propose to bring the qualities of the Delft city centre to the suburbs, and to reinvigorate the tower blocks of Voorhof. As a site we have chosen a gallery flat on the Hendrik 
Tollensstraat and its surroundings, a typical Delft tower block. 
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The tower block oversees a large space which is dominated by parked cars and underutilized green spaces.  There is no active city life despite a relatively high density of people living there. The urban quality of the neighbourhood could increase a lot by introducing a pedestrian-friendly 
urban fabric between the high gallery blocks. If the same density as in the inner city was reached, it would add as much housing as a 36 story residential tower, but in attractive low-rise buildings. The plinth which is currently used for storage can be transformed into an active part of the 
urban fabric around it.

From a systems engineering point of view, minimizing waste, of both space and material, 
makes the transformations of existing buildings a logical step towards a circular society.

Current Situation
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It is well known that many Dutch people consider a row house 
an upgrade from an appartment in a tower block, and during the 
pandemic, many people felt boxed in in their apartments. In order to 
improve the tower we should therefore ask ourselves how we can 
incorporate the qualities of the row house into the gallery flat. We 
propose to widen the gallery so that informal activities are allowed to 
take place in front of the apartments, and to also enlarge the balconies 
at the back so that there is space for inflatable swimming pools, ping 
pong tables or dinner parties. On top of the building we propose 
to add an additional two layers of light wooden dwellings that are 
combined with a lush garden. 

Future proof modernist highrise
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The tower currently only contains 50 m2 apartments that are stacked in 
a grid. This results in an uniform population distribution in the building. 
We propose to connect some of the units into attractive double height 
apartments. This will make the tower a more diverse living environment. 

A proposal by danish architect Sigurd Larsen for a wooden addition on modernist appartment blocks.

These collages give an impression of the potential of the gallery flats. Guided by a circular approach, the tower and its surroundings are transformed into an attractive neigborhood that makes efficient use of space and that achieves the same density targets as a new high-rise programme.


